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GE's Cold Spray Process Repairs Worn Parts
0
GE is working on a new 3D printing method, known as cold
spray, in which metal powders are sprayed from a nozzle at
extremely high velocities on metal objects.
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We recently asked Richard Spore, a bearing applications engineer for C&U
BIO
Americas, to define the solution for a problem faced by one of his customers.
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Clearly, this problem is likely prevalent with more than one customer. The problem
PRINT
is that a refrigeration transport equipment maker is experiencing excessive
COMMENT
warranty costs for products used in over-the-road refrigeration applications. The
warranty issues were being caused by bearing failure in the magnetic clutch used in the system.
Magnetic clutches are used in a various automotive applications, especially for over-the-road
refrigeration trucks or “reefer” units. Typically, the bearings in the reefer unit’s magnetic clutch
work well as long as the unit is operating and providing refrigeration. When the truck is between
deliveries and not carrying a load that requires refrigeration, the unit is shut down. This is where
the problem begins.
As the truck is driven, a large amount of vibration is transferred to the components of the reefer
unit. Because the clutch is idle at this time, the bearing components tend to vibrate, or oscillate,
against one another. The balls oscillate against the inner and outer bearing rings, or raceways,
and cause metal-to-metal contact. In some cases, the presence of bearing grease in the raceway
may help to offset the metal-to-metal contact. However, there’s usually enough vibration and
oscillation occurring during these long idle periods to cause metal-to-metal contact between the
balls and the raceways that can shorten bearing life. Typically, 50 percent of the clutches require
premature service or repair, resulting in astronomical warranty costs.

NASA Readies Robonaut for Planetary Environments
0
NASA's Robonauts are being developed for inter-planetary
travel, and to take over for astronauts when the work becomes
too dirty or dangerous.
Slideshow: Supermarket Baxter Robot Learns to Check
Your Eggs
11
An industrial robot known for its safety around humans has
been programmed to work a checkout lane and choose how it
accomplishes certain tasks.
Motion Control Gets Efficiency Boost
7
Trends in motion control all converge toward greater efficiency
in movement, energy, control, and wiring.
Is it a Human, a Robot, or an Android?
21
Are they robots or androids? We're not exactly sure. Each
talking, gesturing Geminoid looks exactly like a real individual,
starting with their creator, professor Hiroshi Ishiguro of Osaka
University in Japan.
MORE

The initial design used by the refrigeration transport equipment maker was based on two 61908
bearings stacked together. The refrigeration transport provider learned that another division of its
corporate parent had experienced similar metal-to-metal contact issues with other components
and was able to successfully address the problem by using a thin dense chrome (TDC) coating,
called Armoloy, to create a sacrificial surface. Believing that this type of coating would work in a
magnetic clutch application, the refrigeration equipment maker began a search for a bearing
company to partner with, which is how C&U Americas came into the picture.
The manufacturer was very concerned about both the high warranty costs it was incurring and
also the strain that this issue was placing on customer relations. As a result, the initial design plan
spared no expense in the development of a bearing that would solve the clutch problem. The new
design incorporated rings coated with Armoloy and used ceramic balls in lieu of steel. A standard
bearing typically uses steel balls. But to maximize the reliability of the clutch bearings, balls made
from silicon nitride (SiN4) were used due to their high strength and light weight.
C&U sent the inner and outer base rings of the bearings to Armoloy, where a proprietary method
was used to prepare the rings for coating. All of the surfaces that would receive the Armoloy
coating had to be honed beforehand to ensure proper adhesion of the thin dense chrome. The
coating’s thickness was carefully monitored to maintain a tolerance of about 1 to 2.5 microns on
all critical functional surfaces. After the coating was applied, C&U completed the final assembly.
The new bearings were then subjected to many hours of stringent testing to validate the design,
including the development of a special bearing test stand. Additional hours of field-testing, in realworld conditions, were also logged to further prove out the new design.
Part two of the solution was to come up with something more economical. The recommendation
was to use a magnetic clutch bearing with the same envelope dimensions as two of the current
61908 bearings. The only real hurdle here was adding the Armoloy coating to the inner and outer
rings while still maintaining consistent quality and internal clearance, and also keeping in mind that
it was for a bearing that was twice as wide as the previous design. The Armoloy designers
addressed the issue by developing new racks for coating the double row bearing. The solution
maintained the required coating thickness.
The manufacturer then tested the use of steel balls in lieu of ceramic balls to help decrease the
cost even further. The tests were successful and the second, more economical design was
implemented.
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Drop Simulation in Electronics: Design Robust Products While Shortening the Time to
Market
Drop Simulation is the most common and important means to evaluate electronics product
drop performance. However in many cases, it takes too long to conduct drop simulation,
making it difficult to fit into today’s ever-shrinking design cycles. Click here.
Drop Simulation in Electronics: Design Robust Products While Shortening the Time to
Market
Drop Simulation is the most common and important means to evaluate electronics product
drop performance. However in many cases, it takes too long to conduct drop simulation,
making it difficult to fit into today’s ever-shrinking design cycles. Click here.
Different Tools for Different Jobs - 3D Printing with Stratasys
A quick look into the merger of two powerhouse 3D printing OEMs and the new leader in
rapid prototyping solutions, Stratasys. The industrial revolution is now led by 3D printing and
engineers are given the opportunity to fully maximize their design capabilities, reduce their
time-to-market and functionally test prototypes cheaper, faster and easier. Click here.
Smart Machines Make the Grade for Control Applications
Abstract: For industrial control applications, or even a simple assembly line, that machine can
go almost 24/7 without a break. But what happens when the task is a little more complex?
That’s where the “smart” machine would come in. This discussion will examine what’s
possible with smart machines, and what tradeoffs need to be made to implement such a
solution. Click here.
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New Paradigms in Design
Work

Scott Hamilton, vertical market
strategist for Dell Precision workstations, 5/2/2013
7
Early in my career, I worked as a draftsman and remember the
days of drawing on vellum with numbered pencils and Mylar
with plastic lead. This was a fun experience in the sense that I
...
Most recent post: Ralphy Boy... Yesterday I was getting some
part numbers reserved in the project log book on the...
FROM DELL / INTEL®

Increased Workstation
Performance Is as Easy as
'DPPO'

Trey Morton, Dell, 4/25/2013
3
I've been using workstations for more than 10 years and love
finding ways to get more performance from my system. With
demanding professional applications that require more power
each ...
Most recent post: Cabe Atwell... I've heard of some
workstation users who have actually overclocked their CPUs
and...
FROM DELL / INTEL®

Taking Some of the Grit out
of Manufacturing

Kirsten Billhardt, Manufacturing
Industry Marketing Strategist, Dell, 3/26/2013
6
A lasting memory from my first job as an engineer in an auto
assembly plant is standing on hard concrete at six in the
morning, vending-machine coffee clutched in hand, listening to
...
Most recent post: Ockham... Kirsten, Good job being honest.
You are wise to check your conscience. As...

Quick Poll

Have you tried one of the free 3D CAD software
tools?
Yes, and it suits my needs
Yes, and you get what you pay for
No, the tool I paid for does the job
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The Continuing Education Center offers engineers an
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Smart Machines Make the Grade for Control
Applications

For industrial control applications, or even a simple assembly
line, that machine can go almost 24/7 without a break. But
what happens when the task is a little more complex? That’s
where the “smart” machine would come in. The smart machine
is one that has some simple (or complex in some cases)
processing capability to be able to adapt to changing
conditions. Such machines are suited for a host of applications,
including automotive, aerospace, defense, medical, computers
and electronics, telecommunications, consumer goods, and so
on. This discussion will examine what’s possible with smart
machines, and what tradeoffs need to be made to implement
such a solution.
Listen to archived broadcast now
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FishScience Ltd @FishScienceLtd
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@DesignNews No problem, thanks for
a great article!

Kelly Kuehneman @GraficusDesign 19m
Understanding Save for Web Dialog
Basics in Photoshop bit.ly/JilFQf
#DesignNews #photoshop

Stratasys @3d_printers
49m
An important "precursor" to 3D printing
- proper 3D software via @designnews
ow.ly/rCsI8
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Kelly Kuehneman @GraficusDesign 37m
Sawdust Mountain by Eirik Johnson
bit.ly/JapqXg #DesignNews #Art
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